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BASK Digital Media drives rapid
response advertising with HTML5
tools in DoubleClick Studio Layouts
In the world of online political advertising, the window of opportunity
shuts as fast as it opens. If campaigns cannot react quickly, they lose
out. So when HTML5 emerged, creative director Jonas Kleiner from BASK
Digital Media started using it, hoping the new standard would speed up
the building of interactive ads.
“The wave of the future is to create compelling experiences that aren’t
limited to desktops and laptops—experiences that can be seen by
everyone,” says Kleiner. While HTML5 holds out that promise, he soon
discovered coding rich media ads was very time-consuming.
Now BASK uses the HTML5 tools in DoubleClick Studio Layouts to save
hours building powerful campaigns that sail through QA.

www.baskdigital.com

• Full-service digital agency catering
to political and public affairs
campaigns
• Based in Cardiff-By-the-Sea,
California
• 14 employees

Goals
• B
 uild persuasive political
campaigns that impact
public opinion
• Create rich media ads at the
speed of breaking news
• Ensure that ads can be viewed
on any device

Approach
• C
 ombine the best background
image with YouTube videos
• Use the HTML5 tools in Studio
Layouts to create rich media
ad units

Results
• C
 reative that used to take two
hours are now built in 15 to
30 minutes
• No need for coding, streamlines
workflow
• Rich media ad units pass
smoothly through QA review
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Clear options, instead of tinkering with code
BASK is a full-service interactive agency that specializes in political campaigns.
That means building ads quickly and getting them out at the speed of breaking
news. Otherwise, they can miss the momentum that every campaign needs
to succeed.
But to create HTML5 rich media ads from scratch, Kleiner used to spend hours
compressing video and tinkering with code. The whole process was very complex.
With its steep learning curve, training his design team to code Rich Media ads
was not a realistic option.
“I realized as the department chief, I wasn’t able to consistently devote the
time required to develop Rich Media ads,” says Kleiner. “That was when I got
a timely e-mail from DoubleClick announcing the Layouts HTML5 tool.”
In Studio Layouts, you can simply pick HTML5 or Flash from a drop-down
menu. Kleiner jumped on the announcement and started using the new
product immediately.
“I had my lead designer start working with it,” he says. “And it was so easy,
we were ecstatic!”
DoubleClick Studio Layouts simplifies the rich media development cycle by
offering the designer clear options such as embedded video, image carousel,
or video carousel.
“HTML5 Layouts brings the campaign down to the core of design. Rather than
using effects, you need to create a really good image, and then use the power
of good graphic design to drive eyeballs.”

“In my business, you have to get ads out the door quickly,
and DoubleClick Studio Layouts facilitates that. These tools
have been a welcome surprise. Overall, it’s been a wonderful
experience working with Google.”
—Jonas Kleiner, Creative and Technology Director, Bask Digital Media

Dramatic time savings
BASK is based in Cardiff-By-the-Sea in California, one of the biggest surf
communities on the West Coast. The laid-back surfer vibe and ocean views
from the office windows contrast with the busy scene inside the agency,
where staff must navigate the challenging crests and troughs of national,
state, and local campaigns.
“Through any campaign, if you’re not producing and taking a step forward,
it’s a wasted day,” says Kleiner. “We’ve got to build ads quickly and get our
message out, or we lose the moment.”
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With the help of DoubleClick Studio Layouts, the BASK design team can now
complete an HTML5 ad in 30 minutes or less—a dramatic reduction on the
process that once took Kleiner hours.
“We just have to create a background image, embed a YouTube video, and it’s
done. And then we have all the tracking and tabbing available, just like with
other Doubleclick Rich Media ads,” says Kleiner. “That’s pretty cool.”
Speedy QA and detailed reports
The simplified workflow of Studio Layouts also speeds up the quality
assurance (QA) process.
“With Studio Layouts, the QA we do on our end before submitting an ad is
largely based on the file size, because there aren’t a lot of other elements
you can manipulate,” says Kleiner.
He says once BASK submits an ad to DoubleClick’s Rich Media QA, it typically
passes within three to six hours… fast enough to meet the needs of his
campaigns. Many areas where an ad might break—such as ad tags, tracking
tags, and other features that used to need hand coding—are already built
into the Layout template. That means any ads built with Studio Layouts are
more likely to flow smoothly through QA.
Another bonus is Google’s sophisticated reporting. Kleiner says Google Analytics
is mandatory for any website or ad campaign. BASK does its media placement
in-house, and uses DoubleClick to serve all its ads. Kleiner appreciates how
DoubleClick’s ‘incredibly robust” reporting tools can quickly drill down to the
tiniest details, so he can get precise metrics on how each campaign is performing.
When Kleiner finally steps out of the hyperactive world of political campaigning
onto the beach outside, he can relax, knowing that he’s working with the best
tools to get results for his clients.
“As far as I’m concerned, this technology is state-of-the-art, the gold-standard.
I think Google and Doubleclick are leading the charge, and they always have.
Overall, it’s been a wonderful experience working with Google.”

About DoubleClick Studio
DoubleClick Studio is a production
and workflow tool used by creative
agencies to build and manage
DoubleClick Rich Media ad units,
making it more efficient to manage
desktop and mobile creatives in a
single place.

About DoubleClick
Studio Layouts
Layouts is a new DoubleClick
Studio feature that makes
developing rich media ads faster
and easier. Layouts provides a
pre-made rich media ad shell that
meets all IAB and Web standards,
saving you time in production
and approvals.
www.doubleclick.com
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